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Jockey Wheel & 
Standard Clamp

Jockey Wheel & Swivel 
Bolt-On / Weld-On Clamp

Fully adjustable for height.
Supplied complete with
standard bolt-on / weld-on
retaining clamp.

RWB4080 With 150mm (6")
 rubber wheel

RWB4084 With 250mm (10")
 solid rubber wheel

RWB4092 With 250mm (10")
 pneumatic tyre

Supplied with bolt-on swivel
clamp which allows you to twist
and lock the complete unit to 
horizontal after use.  
Fully adjustable for height.

RWB4081 With 150mm (6")
 rubber wheel

RWB4085 With 250mm (10")
 solid rubber wheel

RWB4093 With 250mm (10")
 pneumatic tyre

Replacement  Parts
RWB4086 Bolt-on / weld-on clamp only
RWB4087 150mm (6") rubber wheel
RWB4088 250mm (10") solid rubber wheel
RWB4095 250mm (10") pneumatic wheel
RWB4089 Handle for Jockey wheel

Jockey Wheel & U-bolt
Fixing Swivel Clamp
Supplied with swivel clamp which 
allows you to twist and lock the 
complete unit to horizontal after 
use.  The clamp has holes to 
allow fixing to the frame with U 
bolts.  Fully height adjustable.

RWB4079 With 150mm (6")
 rubber wheel

RWB4083 With 250mm (10")
 solid rubber wheel

RWB4094 With 250mm (10")
 pneumatic tyre

Quality trailer jockey wheels with the choice of 3 styles and 3 types of wheels in each style.

A With Standard bolt-on / weld-on fixing clamp
A With convenient swivel bolt-on/weld-on clamp - allows you to twist and lock jockey wheel to horizontal
A Easy fit "U" bolt fixing swivel clamp.  Also allows you to twist and lock jockey wheel to horizontal

A 150mm (6") dia. rubber and plastic wheel - for basic applications on firm surfaces
A 250mm (10") dia. solid rubber wheels - heavy duty long wearing wheel - easier to manoeuvre
A 250mm (10") dia. pneumatic tyre - much easier to move in sand - disadvantage of possible puncture

Easy to operate ratchet drive jockey wheel for moving medium sized 
trailer boats over slight grades.  Capable of manoeuvering a caravan 
or boat / trailer up to 2 tonne on an even surface with minimal effort.
250mm solid rubber wheel and robust lever ratchet action
with long 810mm handle makes moving trailers easy.
4 function ratchet - forward - reverse - sideways - wheel stop lock.
Includes swing-away swivel wih U-bolt fixing clamp and hard wearing 
250mm solid rubber wheel.
Static load capacity : 350kg
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